
FYS 4110 Non-relativistic Quantum Mechanics, Fall Semester 2010

Problem set 7

7.1 Density matrices

a) Show that a density operator ρ̂ represents a pure quantum state if and only if it satisfies

ρ̂2 = ρ̂ (1)

We have the following set of 8 2× 2 matrices,

ρ̂1 =
(

1 1
− 1 1

)
, ρ̂2 =

(
1 i

2
− i

2 0

)
, ρ̂3 =

( 1
2 1
1 1

2

)
, ρ̂4 =

1
2

(
1 1
1 1

)

ρ̂5 =
1
4

(
3 1
1 1

)
, ρ̂6 =

1
2

(
1 0
0 1

)
, ρ̂7 =

1
2

(
3 1
1 − 1

)
, ρ̂8 =

1
4

(
2 1
1 2

)
(2)

b) Check which of the 8 matrices that satisfy the conditions for being a density matrix.
c) For those matrices that satisfy the conditions, decide which ones that represent pure states and

which ones that represent mixed states.
d) Calculate the von Neumann entropy S of the density matrices and arrange them according to

decreasing entropy. (Use here natural logarithm in the definition of S.)

7.2 Entanglement in a three-particle system (Midterm Exam 2006)
Three spin-half particles, referred to as A, B and C, are produced by a source S in a correlated

quantum state. The corresponding state vector can be factorized in a spin state and a position state.
We focus on the spin state, which has the form

|ψ〉 =
1√
2
(|uuu〉 − |ddd〉) (3)

where |uuu〉 = |u〉A ⊗ |u〉B ⊗ |u〉C , is the tensor product of spin up along the z-axis for all the three
particles, while |ddd〉 = |d〉A ⊗ |d〉B ⊗ |d〉C is the product state corresponding to spin down for all
the three particles along the z-axis. The state (3) is often referred to as a GHZ state (Greenberger,
Horne and Zeilinger). It corresponds to a so-called Bell-state for two particles, and can obviously be
generalized to an arbitrary number of spin half particles.

a) What do we mean by saying that the spins of the three particles are in a correlated state, and
what do we mean by calling the state entangled.

We first consider a division of the full system into two subsystems,ABC = A+BC, where particle
A is considered as one of the subsystems and the two other particles B and C as forming the other
subsystem.

b) Find the reduced density matrices ρ̂A and ρ̂BC for the two subsystems. What are the corre-
sponding values for the (von Neuman) entropies SA and SBC . With the reference to these values why
do we call the GHZ state of the full systemABC maximally entangled? If we consider only subsystem
BC is there any entanglement between spin B and C?
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We introduce two new sets of spin basis vectors corresponding to quantized spin in the x- and
y-directions. |f〉 = 1√

2
(|u〉+ |d〉) is spin up in the x-direction and |b〉 = 1√

2
(|u〉 − |d〉) is spin down,

while |r〉 = 1√
2
(|u〉+ i|d〉) is spin up in the y-direction and |l〉 = 1√

2
(|u〉 − i|d〉) is spin down.

c) Rewrite the GHZ in two different ways, first by using basis vectors with quantized spin along
the x-axis for all three particles, then by using vectors with quantized spin along the y-axis for spin A
and B, but quantized spin along the x-axis for spin C.

d) Explain, by reference to the expressions for the GHZ state in c), how the three spin components
of particle A can be determined by performing spin measurements on particle B and C, while not
making any measurement on particle A. Specify in each of the three cases what directions should be
chosen for spin measurements on B and C (not necessarily the same direction for both particles).

We assume now the three particle spins to be in the GHZ state, and all the three particles to be far
apart. We follow the analysis of the EPR paradox and draw from point d) the conclusion that all three
spin components of spin A represent elements of reality and can therefore be ascribed independent,
measurable valuesmA

x ,mA
y andmA

z , even before any measurement is performed on the system. These
values we have to consider as unknown, since they are not determined by the quantum state. Note that
exactly the same argument can be used for the spin components of particle B and C.

We follow up this analysis by simply assuming the particles to have sharp, although unknown
values mx, my and mz , for all three spin components of each of the particles. For simplicity scale
the spin variables mx etc. to take values + 1 and − 1 for spin up and spin down. We confront this
assumption with the predictions of quantum mechanics.

e) Show that the following composite spin operators, Ô1 = σx⊗σy⊗σy, Ô2 = σy⊗σx⊗σy and
Ô3 = σy ⊗ σy ⊗ σx, have the GHZ state as an eigenstate. What are the corresponding eigenvalues?
We also consider a fourth operator Ô4 = σx ⊗ σx ⊗ σx. Show that Ô4 = −Ô1Ô2Ô3 and therefore
also has the GHZ state as eigenstate. What is the corresponding eigenvalue.

f) Assuming the spin components of all three particles to have well defined values, denoted mA
x ,

mA
y , etc., we interpret the eigenvalue equations for the operators Ô1, Ô2 and Ô3 as giving similar

equations for products of the m variables. Write these equations, which give constraints on the un-
known values.

Write also the corresponding equation for operator Ô4. Show that this equation is in conflict with
the three first ones.

This demonstrates that the assumption that all spin components have well defined, although un-
known values, by following EPR’s arguments about elements of reality, leads to a direct conflict with
predictions of quantum mechanics. In the case discussed here we note that this conflict is a conse-
quence of the technical point that different components of the spin operator of a particle anticommute
while the corresponding measurable values mx, my and mz necessarily have to commute.
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